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Facebook, now Meta,[1] has recently released its plans to develop and release its so-called metaverse: an immersive
digital environment wherein users will be able to interact, play virtual games, buy things in virtual stores, go to virtual
concerts, or attend virtual meetings.[2] While Facebook initially planned to release the metaverse through its Oculus VR
platform, it claims that it is currently developing advanced body sensors that people will wear to interact in the company’s
digital world.[3] Facebook has already staffed more than 10,000 employees to work on this project and plans on hiring 10,000
more people in Europe to build its metaverse.[4] While this groundbreaking idea seems exciting and innovative, on its face,
two important questions have to be asked: why is Facebook doing this? And what does this mean for our privacy?
There are a few ideas around the question of why. The more conspiracy-laden answer lies in Facebook’s recent and
ongoing scandals.[5] This is evidenced mainly through the company’s sudden change in name to Meta, which some have
suggested is a move meant to distract users from Facebook’s recent round of scandals, namely the so-called “Facebook

Papers,” thousands of pages of documents that detail how the social media company incited violence during the Capitol
attacks of January 6, 2021, Instagram’s toxic effect on teenage girls, and even how human traffickers use Facebook to exploit
people.[6] Scandal is nothing new to the company as it has dealt with everything from data privacy, content censorship (or
lack thereof), and unfair competition.[7] However, some have labeled this most recent whistleblower scandal as the most
“intense and wide-ranging crisis in the company’s 17-year history.”[8] This is mainly due to the combination of
whistleblowers, PR skepticism, and Congressional inquiry that have all fallen on Facebook’s lap in recent weeks. A change in
name and the announcement of such a cutting-edge idea could, at least, Facebook hopes, distract the average user from its
many ongoing public issues.
Other, less conspiracy-driven answers to the question of why now have to do with the identity crises that Facebook is
facing.[9] The core premise of Facebook is aging and is at risk of falling to the wayside in the wake of newer, “cooler” apps
such as TikTok and Snapchat, whose younger client bases suggest that Facebook is slowly becoming the social media
platform for older consumers.[10] If this trend continues, Facebook could become a quagmire of boomer-dominated activity,
something that no social media company wants as its main product. While Facebook has not yet been hit financially from this
turn of events, its lagging ad revenue could be indicative of future events.[11] In fact, Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg
recently stated that gaining younger users was of the utmost importance.[12] The implementation of a different reality
wherein users can virtually interact with each other may encourage a more youthful audience to come back to the platform.
Another answer to the why question lies in an issue that Facebook has been trying to solve for at least half a decade:
how to extricate themselves from the icy grip of the two platforms Facebook is currently forced to interact with: Apple and
Google.[13] For example, it is estimated that Apple’s recent “app tracking transparency” feature in iOS 14 could cost
Facebook around $8 billion in ad revenue,[14] which is one of its largest revenue streams.[15] By developing and releasing
the metaverse, Facebook may be able to get users off of Apple and Google devices and onto its own, such as the Oculus,
effectively cutting out the middle-man. It wouldn’t have to worry about complying with those companies’ regulations around
privacy or censorship, and it wouldn’t have to pay a fee to Apple or Google for everything purchased on its app.[16]
While the new metaverse will not solve these problems overnight, it could help Facebook come out from under the
weight of its constant scandals and help spread Facebook to new corners of the market untouched by its current slate of
products. However, there is an even more pressing issue that Facebook will have to find an answer for, which has hounded
the company since its creation: data privacy.
The metaverse is undoubtedly on the cutting edge of technology. While certain augmented reality offerings have been
created in the past, e.g., Google Glasses, their very public, and almost comical downfalls have made tech giants hesitant to
foray into the space since.[17] However, Facebook’s new metaverse could change that script; that is, if it can get off the
ground first. One of the most significant issues facing the development and implementation of the metaverse are questions
regarding how Facebook, a company known for its data mining and privacy breaches,[18] can overcome these issues and
assure its users that they are not being exploited for Facebook’s financial gain. During the Connect event in which Mark
Zuckerberg announced the new platform, Zuckerberg stated that “[i]interoperability, open standards, privacy, and safety need
to be built into the metaverse from day one…everyone who’s building for the metaverse should be focused on building
responsibly from the beginning.”[19] This comment can be seen as ironic coming from the CEO of a company that has been a
part of things like the Cambridge Analytica scandal of 2018, in which a political consulting firm improperly obtained the
personal data of approximately 87 million Facebook users.[20] Facebook settled that case with the FTC (Federal Trade
Commission) for $5 billion and promised to “improve user data privacy.”[21] This promise was not kept, however. In 2020,

just two years later, Facebook paid one of the largest privacy settlements in U.S. history, $650 million, for violating an Illinois
state law regarding the storage of users’ biometric data, namely the data that matches a user’s identity to their facial scan.[22]
Moreover, in April of 2021, data that contained the names, locations, and emails of approximately 500 million users was
leaked online.[23]
All these controversies have sparked debate regarding the genuine desire behind the development of the metaverse.
Some experts have said that “Facebook’s VR push is about data, not gaming.”[24] This data is not limited to what regular
consumers would think it would be, namely advertising; it can also be used to mine crucial data such as movement data.[25]
Movement data comes from how a user moves through a VR world and can be used to identify people through their unique
“movement fingerprint.”[26] This well-spring of information can be used by Facebook and third parties to target
advertisements to users and even identify them in the real world using only the way they move.[27]In fact, a Stanford study
shows that VR users can be identified in the real world using only five minutes of motion data.[28] This movement data is
especially worrisome from a legal perspective. Federal law does not yet recognize movement data as a form of personally
identifying data and thus does not protect it as such.[29]
The newly-founded Meta is apparently already collecting massive amounts of data on its users through its preexisting
VR products such as Oculus.[30] And even though Zuckerberg has claimed that Facebook will be especially cognizant of the
myriad of privacy issues surrounding his new venture, taking into account the recommendations of various privacy experts,
only he will be able to make a decision of whether or not to follow these recommendations.[31]With so much at risk,
Facebook is asking its users to “trust it” when it comes to protecting their personal data. Based on its track record in the
almost twenty years since its founding, it is hard to see how protecting users’ privacy over its own financial gain will be
important for Facebook.
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